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In this paper, minimization problems in L’(R’) are considered. These problems 
arise in astrophysics for the determination of equilibrium configurations of axially 
symmetric rotating fluids (rotating stars). Under nearly optimal assumptions a 
minimizer is proved to exist by a direct variational method, which heavily uses the 
symmetry of the problem in order to get some compactness. Finally, by looking 
directly at the Euler equation, we give some existence results (of solutions of the 
Euler equation) even if the intimum is not finite. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We study in this paper a class of minimization problems of the following 
type: find p in L’(lR3) minimizing 
inf 
P>O AAx>> dx + JR3 W P(X) dx 
1 -- 
2 .u 
P(X) P(Y) dx dy 
R3XR3 Ix- YI I ’ 
(1) 
where j is some given positive convex function, V is a given axially 
symmetric function, and M is a prescribed positive constant. 
Problems of this type arise in many situations: in celestial mechanics, as a 
model to study the geometry of stars and planets (see [ 181, [24], [34], [38], 
or [26] for the classical theory concerning these problems and their origins); 
or in quantum mechanics as Thomas-Fermi type problems. Some particular 
solutions may be found in [26, 33, and 391, but the first general results are 
given in [4-61 (see also [ 71 for a physical interpretation, and [ 17, 19-2 1 ] for 
qualitative properties of the solutions). 
The variational method given in [6] to solve (1) is to solve first an 
approximate problem: find pR in W, = {p E L’(lR3), 0 <p < R, lp = M, 
p z 0 in R3 - {I cl < R}} such that a@,) = rninwR a@). Then one has to 
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obtain estimates on pR: namely, to prove there exists R, such that for 
R >RR,> PR E wR,’ And finally this provides a solution of (1). This 
somewhat complicated and indirect method is used in order to avoid the 
difficulty due to the term 
1 -- 
2 51 
P(X) P(Y) dx dy 
R3XP3 Ix - Yl 
in the functional. 
Indeed if all other terms are “lower semi-continuous” (in a vague sense), 
this term is concave in p and thus there seems to be a difficulty in passing to 
the limit on a minimizing sequence. 
We present here a method of passing to the limit in this term (which is 
related to minimization techniques introduced in [lo], [ 111, [ 121 or [29]) 
and therefore we give a direct (and simple) minimization approach to (1). 
This enables us to generalize the results of [4, 61 and to treat problems like 
(1) arising in Thomas-Fermi theory. This method is based on new 
compactness results using heavily the axial symmetry of the problem. In 
addition, this method works in some situations for which it is not clear that 
the method of (61 may be applied (since it is not clear that the solutions we 
find have compact support). 
In Section II, we give our main results concerning (1) (the compressible 
case for axisymmetric rotating fluids); while in Section III we apply our 
techniques to the incompressible case. In Section IV we study some 
variational problems of Thomas-Fermi type. Finally in Section V, we look 
directly at the Euler equations associated with (1). 
Let us conclude this introduction by remarking that another class of 
minimization problems is treated in [8, 15,281: the main difference between 
these problems is in the presence of +jlj p(x)p( y) /x - y 1-l dx dy instead of 
-flJ p(x)p(y) Ix - yl-’ dx dy. This difference also makes the Euler 
equations simpler in the case of [8] since these equations (even nonlinear) 
satisfy the maximum principle (see [8]). 
II. AXISYMMETRIC ROTATING FLUIDS: THE COMPRESSIBLE CASE 
II. 1. Angular Velocity Prescribed 




P(X) P(Y) dx dy 
G3XP3 lx--Y1 
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for p in D(X), where we assume 
j is a nonnegative continuous convex function on R, 
such that j(O) = 0, (2) 
VE L”o(lR3) and V(x) = V((dz-Tz, 0,O)) 
for all x = (x, , x2, x3). (3) 
(This last assumption means that V depends only on r if we use cylindrical 
coordinates x = (I, 0, z).) 
Remark 11.1. From well-known results we have for all p in Lq5: 
(4) 
(if p E Lq5, JR3 p(y)( l/lx - y 1) dy E L6). Furthermore an easy argument 
gives (C0/4z) , ‘I* = C where C is the best constant in the following Sobolev 
inequality: 
II UII LW3) Gc II VzJ llLw~ for all u in H’(lR3). 
Now, in view of [35], (31, or [37], C= (l/fi)(n2/4)-V3; thus we have 
In conclusion for p in L q5, the following functional E is well defined 
(5) 
and E@) is bounded as in (4) (where C, is given by (5)). 
In addition, we have by Holder inequality, for all p in L ’ n Lq3, 
IJ p(x)p(y) Ix - yl-’ h4J & c, lIPlIZ lIPlIt!& (5’) IRJXR) 
and let C, be the best constant satisfying (5’) for all p in L’ n L413. Now, we 
give our main result. 
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THEOREM II. 1. Let M > 0 beJixed. We assume (2), (3), and 
lim (j(t)/t4’3) = K > 0 With (CJ2)M’” < K < + CQO; 
t+xl 
a@) < 0 for some p in d(Z) such that p > 0, 
5 
p < M; 
v>o a.e. in IR3. 
(6) 
(8) 
Then, there exists p in D(Z) such rhat p > 0, SIR3 p = M, p depends only on r 
and z, p is even in z and nonincreasing in z > 0, and 
a@) = min a(j) = min a(j) < 0, 
Sd=M SS<M 
i>O&Jm 6>O&Lm 
where a(8) = D(Z) f~ {p’= p(r, z) with x = (r, 0, z)}. 
Remark 11.2. This result contains the corresponding result of [6] where 
some extra assumptions are made uponj. Let us also remark that in [6] (and 
this is the physical problem) V is replaced by -P where P satisfies (3) and 
P is nondecreasing in r = (xi + x:)“‘, P> 0 a.e., 
vir r [ P(r) - fu,g P] = 0. 
(9) 
Thus if we set V = sup+0 P-- p, we have 
And by this simple observation, we see that the physical problem is included 
in our general framework. 
We will see below (in Corollary 11.1) that some sufficient conditions for 
(7) hold. Let us also point out that regularity results are proved in [6] and 
can be easily adapted to the situation treated here. 
Remark 11.3. The fact that 4/3 is a critical power and MO = (2K/C,)“* 
is a critical mass is proved in [6]. Indeed, if we consider j(t) = at4 with 
0 < a, 0 < /I < 413, then a straightforward argument shows that 
and this implies minJp=,,,,, a@) = -co. We will come back on this point 
later on (in Section V). 
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Remark 11.4. The case of other potentials V (i.e., not satisfying (3) and 
(8)) is considered in Remark 11.7. 
COROLLARY II. 1. Under assumptions (2), (3), (6), and (8) and if we 
assume either 
ljzj(t)t-4’3 = 0, 
(10) 
lim rV(r) = 0 
r+cc 
or 
fim, j(t)t-“‘” = co, 4 
(11) 
M>M;>O for some constant Mb large enough, 
then (7) is satisjied and thus the conclusion of Theorem II.1 holds. 
Proof of Corollary 11.1. If we assume (lo), (7) follows from Lemma 6 in 
[6]: we reproduce the proof. 
We choose u such that llR3u=M, uEL?S+(lF?‘) and o=O if 1x1> 1 or if 
r < 4. Next, we consider uR = ( 1/R3) 0(x/R) and we compute 
j/s,Jdx=o(l)j-~lo~3=o ($) asR+cx, 
J V(r) uR(x) dx = J V(Rr) u(x) dx R3 rn, 
= J V(Rr)u(x)dx= o l/z<r< 1 
on the other hand 
1T 
~A4 OR(Y) dx dy = L 4X>4Y> 
IX-Y1 R % Ix- yl dxdy* 
And this implies that for R large enough we have a(~,) < 0. 
If we assume (1 l), we now choose u such that jIRJ u = 1, u E 59+ (lR3). If 
we denote by u,(x) = 0(x/R), we have 
J j@,)(x) dx = R3 j- j(a) dx, 
J V(r) u,(x) dx = R3 J V(Rr) u(x) dx < CR3, 
.u 
UR(X) U,(Y) dx dy = R5 4x1 O(Y) 
IX- Yl .u Ix- yl dxdy* 
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Thus, if R > R,, we have a(~,) < 0; on the other hand we have 
I u,, dx=R3. 
And choosing M, = Ri, we conclude the proof. 
We would like to point out that in the case where we assume (lo), by [6] 
all solutions p of the minimization problem have compact support (it is, by 
the way, a necessary condition for the method of [6] to be applied). Under 
the general assumptions of Theorem II. 1, we do not know (in general) that 
all solutions p have compact support. 
11.2. Proof of Theorem II.1 
Let us give the outline of the proof: we first want to solve 
(Remark that the minimizing set is convex and &?’ + E is convex.) Thus 
considering a minimizing sequence p, we obtain first (1) bounds on p,; next 
(2) we choose a “good” minimizing sequence and (3) we pass to the limit 
and find a solution p of (12). 
When this is done, we have to prove in a fourth step (4) that we actually 
have ip = M. This will be achieved in this section by a simple scaling 
argument. 
Remark 11.5. This scheme of proof is somewhat standard in 
minimization problems and for related problems and techniques the reader is 
referred to [ 11, 12, 291, for example. Here, the difficulty is essentially 
concentrated in steps (3) and (4). 
Step (1). Let p, be a minimizing sequence such that 
where 
Because of (7), Z < 0 and we may assume a@,) < -A < 0. In view of (6) 
and (8), we have that for any E > 0, there exists C, > 0 such that 
cF@,) > (K - E) 1 p;” - C,M - 2 MY3 1 p;‘” 
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(indeed, j(t) > (K - ~)t”~ - C, t). And because of (6), we conclude that for 
any minimizing sequence p, we have 
IIP, IlLv3 S const; [ j@,) Q const; 
(13) 
i 
V(x) p,(x) dx Q const. 
In particular this proves that Z > --co. 
Step (2). Let pn be a minimizing sequence; we introduce 
where p* denotes the Steiner symmetrisation of p with respect o the plane 
x3 = 0. 
We recall (see [ 141) that, because of the properties of the Steiner 
symmetrisation, we have 
jJ.A) = j.ihJ 
(since p,, and P;, have the same distribution function); j” V(r)p” = I V(r)p, 
(note that ~j~(r, z) and pn(r, z) for any r have the same distribution function 
in z); 
This implies 
Thus, we may assume that the minimizing sequence p, satisfies 
Pn=PZ (14) 
(if not, take p’, = px), that is, p,, is axially symmetric, even and nonincreasing 
in z. 
Step (3). Let pn be a minimizing sequence satisfying (14): by step (1) pn 
satisfies (13). In addition, if we introduce 
s 1 u,(x)= P"(Y) Ixer, a 
we have easily that Vu, is bounded in Lq(IR’) for 312 < q < 12/5 and u, is 
bounded in Lp(R3) for 3 < p < 12. In addition, u, = uz. 
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Now, we extract (if necessary) a subsequence of P,,, which we still denote 
by P,, , satisfying 
Pn -- p weakly for 1 < p < 413, 
u n -- u weakly for 3 < q < 12 and u, + u a.e., (15) 
u, up u strongly for q < 12 and u = I P(Y) & @. 
IOE 
Indeed, since u, satisfies -Au, = 47rp, in G9’(R3), we have by the well-known 
Lp estimates (see [ 11, for example) I] u,]I~,z,D(~~) < const and by the Sobolev 
imbeddings u, remains in a compact set of L4(B,) for any ball B, and for 
any q < 12. 
We now want to prove that p is a solution of (12). We first remark that, 
for all R > 0, 
I p dx = lim I p,dx<M; BR “‘to BR 
thus p E L: (IR’) and Ip < M. In the same way, using assumption (8), we 
prove that 
O< I V(x) p(x) dx < b I v(x) P,(X) dx. w n iR3 
Since j is convex and nonnegative, we now prove 
s j@)dx<lim I Ad dx. R3 n w 
Indeed it is enough to prove that J defined on D(J) = {p E L4j3(IR3), 
JR3 j(lp ]) dx < + co } by J@) = I j(lp I) dx is lower semi-continuous on 
L4’3(IR3) (for the topology of the norm) and this follows obviously from 
Fatou’s lemma. 
To conclude, we just have to prove that 
But E@,) = jIR,pnu, dx and pn converges weakly in L6”(lR3) towards p. 
Thus we need to prove some compactness on u,: this will be achieved by 
the following two lemmas (proved in Section 11.3): 
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LEMMA 11.1. If Vu E L2(lR3), u E Lp(lR3) (1 < p < CO) and ifu is axially- 
symmetric and u = u*, then we have 
(u(r,z)I < C{I(vuJfP+*) IlulgJ’“} IZ(-Y@+2) r;;;“;2J: (16) 
> 
for some C independent of u. 
LEMMA 11.2. If (Vu,) is bounded in L2(lR3), (u,) is bounded in Lp(lR3) 
for 3 < p < 12 and if u, is axially symmetric and u, = uz, then (u,) is 
relatively compact in L4(lR3) for 3 < q < 12. 
In particular u, (or a subsequence) converges trongly to u in L6(lR3) and 
we are able to conclude. 
Step (4). We argue by contradiction. Suppose Ip < M, where p is a 
solution of (12). Define p, by 




But UP,) = o2 ~~~P(x)P(Y)[(x, - yJ2 + (~2 - ~2)~ + a'@3 - y,)21-“2dxdy. 
We want to compute (formally) d~@,)/dal,= r and to prove this quantity is 
negative. Suppose we have done so. In this case, for u near 1 and o > 1, we 
have Ip, < M and a@,) < a@). This contradicts the choice of p and proves 
that all solutions p of (12) satisfy 
I p=M. 
Thus, we compute dkY@,)/do IO= + , (this can be made rigourous in a 
straightforward way): 
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But a(p) = Z < 0 and we conclude 
(17) 
Remark 11.6. We have used in the above proof the symmetries of the 
problem, first, when we choose a good minimizing sequence which enables 
us to obtain some compactness via Lemma II.2 and arguments imilar to 
[36] and, second, in the scaling argument of step (4). 
Remark 11.7. Let us indicate how the above proof may be modified to 
treat the case of potentials V which do not satisfy (3) or (8). 
Case 1. We assume 
v E Lyv) n M/;b.,“o(W), V(x)= V(r, z), V is nondecreasing in z (3') 
f3V 
-z < V 
aZ 
a.e., (8’) 
meas( V- > E) < co for every E > 0. (18) 
Then, the conclusion of Theorem II.1 holds. 
The proof is exactly as above: with just a few modifications, we use (3’) in 
step (2) since (3’) implies 
In step (3), we pass to the limit in the term j VP,, in the following way: 
1 v,,,=[ V'P.-J- v-p,. 
As above, &r j V+p, > V+p. On the other hand 
and 
J v-p, =(,vm<E) V-h + J(v->.) v-p, 
v-p, 
5 v-p,- (V->E) n-cc 5 
V-P (because of (18)). 
cv->c) 
580/41/2 R 
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We may replace (8) by 
Tr+$z<2V a.e. (19) 
or by 
f(t)t < 2t for t>O. P-9 
If (19) holds, in step (4) we set p,(x) =&/a) and compute CM@,)/& IO= + , . 
If (20) holds, in step (4) we compute d&(Bp)/dB(,= + , . 
Case 2. We assume now that V is spherically symmetric and V satisfies 
VE LyiW) n w1yR3), (3”) 
r$<2V a.e. (8”) 
and (18). (Again (8”) may be replaced by (20), and (3”) and (8”) may be 
relaxed a bit, but we still not consider such generalisations here.) Then, the 
conclusion of Theorem 11.1 holds provided a(&‘) is replaced by 
w’) = 1P E wY~&) =dlxI)l. 
The proof is the same but step (2) is suppressed; in step (3), Lemma II.1 is 
replaced by Proposition 11.1 of the following section, and in step (4) 
where p,(x) = &z/o). 
11.3. Some Technical Lemmas 
In this section we want to prove Lemma II.1 and some related results: we 
begin by proving a Proposition which generalizes results of [ 11, 361. 
PROPOSITION II. 1. Let N > 2, 1 < p < co, 1 < q < co. There exists some 
constant C > 0, C = C(N, p, q) such that for all u satisfying 
vu E LyTP), u E LQ(lRN), u(x) = u(lxl>, 
we have 
,u(x), < qpul(p7+P” II,I/g7(,+P’)} JXpwP’m+P’), 
where p’ is the conjugate exponent of p(l/p + l/p’ = I). 
(21) 
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Remark 11.8. If p* <q (where p* is the Sobolev exponent given by 
l/p* = l/p - l/N), then (21) may be replaced by 
I u(x)] < c I( vu llLl Ixyp)‘! (21’) 
Indeed, if Vu E Lp and u E Lq, then by Sobolev imbeddings 
u E L”‘; 
thus we may apply (21) with q = p* and we find (21’). 
The special case p = 2 of (21’) is given in [ll], while in [36] the case 
p = q = 2 is given and also used in [29]. 
Proof of Proposition II. 1. Let us make a formal proof, which can be 
easily made rigorous. We still denote u(r) = u(x), where r = Ix]. We have 
d(luy?+‘)/dr> -a IUla-l IU’I r-’ f or r > 0, where a = q/p’ + 1. Thus we 
have 
IuI(L r-1 <a jm Iula-’ IId sN-’ ds 
r 




< c Ilullf&, IIVUIILP(RN)~ 
and this implies (21). 
We now turn to the 
Proof of Lemma II. 1. We introduce for x in R * and r = (x] 
u(x) = u(r) = 1’ u(r, t) dt. 
212 
Then v is radial, Vu E L2(IR2) since Vu E L2(IR3), u E Lp([R2) since 
u E Lp(lR3), and we have 
IVvl LZ(R’) < w2 IIwlLw)r 
11~11 LP(W) < IzI(P-‘)‘p Il4ILP(R’). 
Applying Proposition II. 1, we find 
Iv(r)1 < C ]lVu(]$(&$~‘]Iul]$&$~’ ]z]“@+2) IzI(P-‘M@+2) r-2’@+2’ 
< C ]]Vu]I$~&~’ ]lu]]$$:’ ]z Ip’(p+2) r-y@+2). 
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Now, we use the fact that u = u*, thus for z > 0 we have U(T) > (z/2)u(r, z). 
And this proves the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 11.2. We just need to prove that if u, - u weakly in Lp 
for 3 < p < 12, strongly in Lf,, for p < 12, and if U, -+a.e. U, then this, 
together with the assumptions made on u,, implies that U, converges 
strongly in Lq for 3 < q < 7. 
We first prove that 
I 1 I 1 
dz up,(x, z) dx -, 1 1 dz up(x, z) dx for 3(p(7. 0 ml 0 @ 
Indeed, remark that we have, for z > 0 fixed, 
u;(x, z) dz < 2 for 3 < a < 12; 
Z 
thus u”( . , z) is bounded in L”(lR*) for 3 < a < 12. In addition, by 
Lemma II. 1, we have 
where a(t) -+ 0 as t + +co. Applying the compactness lemma proved in [36] 
(see also [ 11, 121) we obtain 
u,(z) =5 up,(x, z) dz - n-rag 4z) = I d’(x, z) dx for 3 < p < 12. iii2 w 
Now, obviously, I] u,]]~,(~,,) < C and 
Iu,lp-’ lVu,l dx< C [pJ”-“1 l’* 
But for 3 <p < 7, 2(p- 1)E (3, 12), thus ]]~v,,/~~](~,~~,,~ < C and this 
implies II~nllLm~O,l~ L < C. (Actually, to be rigourous, we need to assume U, 
smooth and we then argue by an obvious density argument.) Since u, -s~.~. u 
in [0, 11, we deduce 
1 
I I dz u;(x, z) dx -+ s s ’ dz up(x, z) dx for 3 < p < 7. 0 R2 0 F?2 
There just remains to prove 
I u;(x, z) dx dz -, I zP(x, z) dx dz. IZl>l IZl>l 
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But un +a.e. uandforeachcr>O,theset {u,>a}n{lzl>l)iscontainedin 
the set {zIzI<C,}n{lzl>l}=Z,; h ere we just use Lemma 11.1. But the 
measure of I, is finite: 
and this implies 
I uf(x, z) dx dz -, J up(x, z) dx dz for any a > 0 I, 1, 
and p < 12 (we just use the fact that u,,+,.,. ZJ and IIu,JI~,~(,,) < C). And 
finally 
I (u”, + up)(x, z) dx dz (Irl>l)-I, 
Gay R3(u;-y+up-Y)dx 
5 
< Cay if y is choosen small enough. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 11.2. 
11.4. Angular Momentum Prescribed 
We now consider another type of functional, which comes from another 






dx> P(Y) dx dy 
P3X”I Ix- Yl 
with 8’ defined on D(B) the set of functions p lying in L’ r7 L6’5(Fi3) and 
such that 
I .OWl> dx < ~0, I /J(X) m$&wN q$ dx< 00. R3 R3 
Here, we define m,(r) = I (r(y)G,~~(~)d~ (with r(x) = dm, for all 
x = (xi, x2, x3)); and L satisfies (22) L is a nonnegative, continuous, 
nondecreasing function on R + . We will assume that j satisfies (2), as above. 
Such a functional a@), as said above, arises in a model of a rotating fluid 
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with prescribed angular momentum: see [4,6] for more detailed 
explanations. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let M > 0. We ussumc (2), (6), (7), (22), and 
‘;- lim j(t)t-4’3 < +co. (10’) l-001 
Then there exists p in d(8) such that JR3 p(x) dx = M, p is even in z and p is 
nonincreasing in z > 0, and 
where 8(6p) = {p E D(a), p(x) = p(r, z) ] (where x = (r, 8, z) in cylindrical 
coordinates). 
Remark 11.9. Again this result contains those of [6], where some 
additional assumptions are made on j. We give below (i) some sufficient 
conditions for (7) to be satisfied and (ii) other existence results without 
assuming (10’). 
We now claim, that, except maybe for (lo’), the assumptions are optimal: 
indeed, as in Section II.1 (Remark 11.3) we just indicate that 4/3 is a critical 
exponent and we refer to [6] for the justification of this exponent (see also 
Section V below). Now, concerning (7), we prove it is, in general, necessary: 
take j(r) = at4 (a > 0, /? > 4/3) and assume p is a minimum of 8” over p > 0 
satisfying the constraint jp = M, then necessarily 
but 
+ -$~l~(xMm,Wfdx 
1 1 --- 
a2 
dx) p(Y) & dy. 
IX--Y1 ’ 
therefore we have 
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and this implies a@) < -(l/2) Ip(x) L(m,(r))( l/r*) dx < 0 (as soon as 
p f 0, L f 0). 
Proof of Theorem 11.2. The proof follows exactly the one of 
Theorem 11.1. The only real modification is in step (4), where, having 
obtained a minimizer p(& 0) of 8 among all p satisfying p > 0, lp GM, we 
want to prove that lp = M. The argument we are going to use is inspired 
from a technique due to Lieb and Simon [28]: it is the only part of the proof 
where we use assumption (10’). 
Let us first remark that (10’) implies that j is differentiable at 0 and 
j’(0) = 0. In addition, it is easily seen that it implies that j is Lipschitz 
continuous on every interval [0, T] (for all T > 0) and that we have 
- 
hm jl(r)tm1’3 < co. 
l-0 + 
For simplicity of notation and of the presentation of the argument, we will 
assume that j is C’ andj’ is strictly increasing. 
If we argue by contradiction and if we assume sp < h4, then using, for 
example, [6], we see that p satisfies the following Euler equation: 
min(j,@),p@) +f(r) - u) = 0 a.e. in R3, 
where u(x) =Bp = Ip(y) Ix - y]-’ & and f(r) = Iy(L(m,(r))/s3) ds. Of 
course this may be rewritten p = (j,)-l((~ -f(r))‘) and we finally obtain 
-Au = P((u -f(r))+), vu E L*(W), u E LP(lW) 3 < p < 12, 
where p= 4n(j’)-‘. Since we have -Au > 0, -Au f 0, u > 0 in R3, we 
deduce by classical results 
forjxl>landforsomea>O. 
On the other hand,f(r) < L(M)/2r2 = C/2r2; thus we finally obtain 
P>uT’ ((fi-S)‘). 
In particular, we have 
I, P(X) 2-&T’ (+) dx, 
where A = {]zj <(l/C) r*, r > C} for some constant C > 0. Since we have, 
because of (10’): l&+,+(j’-‘(t)tP3 > 0 and since I,, (I/]x]~) dx= +a, we 
obtain a contradiction. This proves (p = M and we conclude the proof. 
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Now, we give some conditions under which (7) is satisfied: 
COROLLARY 11.2. Under assumptions (2), (6), and (22); and if we 
assume either 
lim j(t)tr413 = 0 
t+o + (10”) 
or (10’) and 
lim j(t)tr413 = +co, 
t++cc (11) 
M > Mb > 0, for some constant Mb large enough; 
then (7) is satisfied and thus the conclusion of Theorem II.2 holds. 
The proof of this result is identical to the proof of Corollary II.1 and we 
will skip it. Let us give another existence result where (10’) is no longer 
assumed: 
COROLLARY 11.3. Under assumptions (2), (6), (7), (22) and either 
L(t)t-4’3 is nonincreasing for t > 0 
or 
j(t)tKY2 is nonincreasing for t > 0, L(t)tt ’ is nondecreasing for t > 0, 
the conclusion of Theorem II.2 holds. 
Proof of Corollary 11.3. Again the only argument o be changed is the 
one corresponding to step (4) of the proof of Theorem 11.1. With the same 
notation, we assume J”p < M. For the sake of simplicity let us assume j and 
L are of class C’, then 
g (p (a))=u3j j@)+of~L(u3~‘(r))p(x)dr 
_ o5 L 
2 a 
P(X>P(Y) & dy 
IX-Y1 * 
Since we must have d8’@,)/daI,= + , = 0, we deduce 
3 jQ) + _1_ L(m,W 
2 r2 
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Now, if we assume L(t)te413 is nonincreasing, we have 3L’(t)t < 4L(t) for 
I > 0 and the preceding equality yields a contradiction with 8@) < 0. 
The case of the other assumption of Corollary II.3 is treated by a similar 
method, using p(r/o, z) instead of p(x/o). 
III. AXISYMMETRIC ROTATING FLUIDS: THE INCOMPRESSIBLE CASE 
We now consider briefly the incompressible case of an axisymmetric 
rotating fluid. In this case (see [4] for the justification) we consider the same 
functional 8’ as in Section II. 1 or II.4 but with j = 0, that is, either 
or 
We now want to minimize gi over all functions p (in b(8)) such that 
0 < p < 1 a.e. and 
I 
p(x) dx = M. 
P3 
As before, the first functional corresponds to the case when the angular 
velocity is precribed, while the second gives the case when the angular 
momentum is prescribed. 
For the sake of simplicity, we just give a result concerning the 
minimization of g2 since the results and methods of this section are very 
similar of those of the preceding one. 
THEOREM 111.1. Let M > 0 and let L satisfy (22). Then there exists p in 
a(&;) such that p’ is even in z, nonincreasing in z > 0, and 
where d(gJ = {DE L’ f? L6’5(IR3), p’(x) = b(r, z) for all x = (r, 0, z), and 
.fr,, p’(x)( l/r2) L(m,-(r) dx < +oo }. 
Remark 111.1. This result is essentially the same as the existence result in 
[4] (in [4], L is required, in addition, to satisfy L(0) = 0) but proved in a 
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different way (note also that a third approach, consisting of solving directly 
the Euler equation by a fixed point argument, is given in [5]). 
Remark 111.2. Some qualitative properties of the solutions of the above 
minimization problems are given in [4], in particular any solution p satisfies 
P= 1, 
where G is some bounded, axially symmetric, measurable set. Further 
qualitative properties of G may be found in [ 17, 261. 
Proof of Theorem III. 1. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of 
Theorems 11.1 and 11.2. We just remark that as in Corollary II.1 or 11.2, (7) 
is satisfied. That is, 3p’ in @6p2) such that 0 <p’< 1 and JR,@(x) du < A4, 
satisfying 
IV. SOME VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS OF THOMAS-FERMI TYPE 
We are now interested by finding p minimizing 
over all p satisfying p > 0 a.e. and Ip = M. More precisely Z(p) is defined 
over D(Z) where 
o(a) = 
I 
p E L ‘(RN), j(p) E L’(RN) 
and 
Ii P(X)If(X-YIP(Y) < +aJl, WXW 
and j satisfies (2), while f is some given measurable function satisfying 
where r = 1x1. 
f(x) = f(r) for all x in RN, (23) 
Such a problem occurs in quantum mechanics as Thomas-Fermi type 
problems and we will see below some particular examples of interest for 
physics.’ We could also add in a@) a term like j V(x) p(x) dx, but we will 
not consider this case here which (more or less) can be treated by a 
combination of the techniques below and those of Section II. 
’ Those examples were communicated to us by Professor E. F. Redisch. 
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We will first investigate (in Section IV.l) the “extended” problem, namely, 
minimize 8’ over all p in D(8) satisfying p > 0 and sp GM. Then, we give 
some conditions in Section IV.2 for solutions of the “extended” problem to 
satisfy lp = M. And finally in Section IV.3 we consider some examples. 
IV. 1. Resolution of the “Extended” Minimization Problem 
We first consider the case where f is nonnegative and nonincreasing in r: 
PROPOSITION IV.l. Let f satisfy (23) and 
f>O a.e. f(r) is nonincreasing; 
fE W(W) (1 < p < 00). 
Let j satisfy (2) and 
(24) 
(25) 
bJ$=K>O, withCpM1-l’p<K$+mandq=l+~, (6’) 
t-cc 
(C, is some positive constant defined in Remark IV.1 below); then there 
exists p in D(a) minimizing 8’ over all p’ satisfying 
P’E DGV, p”>O a.e. and 
1 
p’&M. 
In addition iff & 0 all such p solutions of this minimization problem satisfy 
necessarily (up to a translation): p is spherically symmetric, nonnegative and 
p is nonincreasing in 1x1. 
Remark IV. 1. If we take N = 3 and f (x) = l//x 1, then p = 3 and q = 413 
and (6’) reduces to (6). The constant C, is defined by 
~(x)~(~)If(x-~l~dy ~C,ll~ll?‘“ll~11k?‘” 
for all p in L’ n Lq. 
Remark IV.2. Of course it is possible to generalize (25) by 
f E 2 Mp’(lRN) + L1(IRN) + L”‘(lRN), l<P,<W, (25’) 
and (6’) has to be replaced by the corresponding assumption with 
q = 1 + l/A,p, (and q = 2 if in all decompositions off as in (25’) there is a 
term in L’(IRN)). 
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Remark IV.3. We may replace (24) by the following: 
f =f, -f2 a.e., where fi, f2 > 0 a.e. and fi(x) = f,(r), 
is nonincreasing while f*(x) = f*(r) is nondecreasing. 
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Then (25) has to hold only for f, and Proposition IV.1 (and its proof) are 
still valid. 
Proof of Proposition IV.l. By a classical use of Schwarz symmetrisation 
process (see [ 141, for example, for the definition and properties involved here 
of the Schwarz symmetrisation) the necessary part of the theorem is proved. 
This also proves that we may assume that a minimizing sequence pn satisfies 
p,(x) = p,(r) and ,c,, is nonincreasing. 
Now, because of (24), (25), and (6’), exactly as in the proof of Theorem 11.1, 
we get a priori estimates: jj@,)dx < C, jlp,(x)f(x - y)p,(y) dx dy < C 
(and in particular ]]P,, ](L,as, < C). Now using the fact that p, is nonincreasing 
and that ]]p]lL, < M, we deduce 0 <p,(x) < C/lx]“‘. 
In addition, from a classical result, since P,, is a sequence of nonincreasing 
functions bounded in LOO((s, co)) (for every E > 0) there exists a subsequence 
nk such that P,,,-+~.~. p (One could also observe that p,, is of bounded 
variation, except maybe near 0.) In the same way as for Theorem II. 1, one 
concludes since 
.u p,,(x)f (x - Y) P,,(Y) dx & s JJ p(x)f (x - Y) P(Y) dx dye 
Next , we give some results illustrating a method to prove the existence of 
a solution to the extended problem; we use (i) the spherical symmetry and 
(ii) regularity properties of the “potential” 
4x1 =f * P(X) =( f(x - y)p(y)dy. 
RN 
PROPOSITION IV.2. Let f satisfy (23) and 
f = f, - fi a.e. with fi > 0 a.e. 
(i = 1, 2),A is radical (i = 1, 2) and f, E Mp(lRN), (26) 
Let j satisfy (2) and (6’); then there exists p in D(Z), with J‘p GM, radial 
nonnegative minimizing B over all F satisfying FE D(8), p’ is radial, p’> 0 
a.e. and (p’dx < M. 
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Remark IV.4. As in Remark IV.2, (26) may be generalized assuming 
that Vf, belongs to a sum of Mp-spaces or Lp-spaces (and a similar 
assumption for f,). In some sense (24) is a particular case of (26) since f 
being nonincreasing in (24) is essentially of bounded variation. 
Remark IV.5. If f(x) = l/lx1 and N = 3, then VfE M3”(lR3) (and 
1+ l/p=4/3 <s/(s- 1)=3). 
Proof of Proposition IV.2. Let p, be a minimizing sequence such that p,, 
is radial. We know by the same argument as in Theorem II.1 
(Proposition IV. 1) that 
for some C > 0. Next, we introduce u,(x) = IRNf,(x - y)p,(y)dy, then 
U, E L”(lF?) (for p < a < p(p + 1)). In addition because of (26) 
Vu, E L’(lR”) (for s <p< s(p t l)/(p t 1 -s)). Since U, is radial 
u,(x) = u,(lxl), we may apply Proposition II.1 and this enables us to apply 
the method of proof of Theorem 11.1, and we conclude this proof. 
Remark IV.6. It is possible to relax (26), assuming only fi to be in a 
fractional Sobolev space, then one needs to extend Proposition 11.1 to frac- 
tional Sobolev spaces. 
Remark IV.7. If instead of (23), we assume 
f(x) =fk z) where r = (x: t xz)“*, x E IR3 
and f > 0 a.e., f is nonincreasing in z; then similar results may be proved 
but we will not consider such a generalization. 
IV.2. Saturation of the Constraint 
We are now looking to the problem of determining if (p = M, where p is 
the solution of the extended problem. 
More precisely, in this section, we will assume that p E D(a) and p 
minimizes B over all D in D(8) such that b > 0 a.e. and Ip < M. Of course 
D(8) may be replaced by d(a) the subspace of D(Z) consisting of radial 
functions. 
We give essentially two simple methods to prove that Ip dx = M: 
PROPOSITION IV.3. If we assume (2), (23), and g(p) ( 0 (or in a 
equivalent way 3bE D(a), p’> 0, jp’< A4 such that Z’@-) < 0) and if either 
P w Q 2(t) a.e. for t > 0 (27) 
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or 
NW) + Y 0 2 0 a.e. for r >, 0, (28) 
where f is assumed (for example) to be C’ on (0, oo), then p satisfies 
j&p(x) dx = M. 




we get a contradiction from the definition of p. On the other hand, if we 
assume (28) and that lp dx < M, then we have, denoting by p,(x) =p(x/o) 
=Nj mwx-q/ p(x)f(x- Y)P(Y)~~Y 
IR" wx RN 
1 -- 
2 !I P(x)f'(Ix--l)Ix--lP(y)~d~ RN xw 
and the result is proved. 
Remark IV.8. The above proof shows that (28) may be replaced by 
ii p(x){f'(x - Y)(X - Y) + JYf(x - Y)/P(Y)~ & > 0, wx RN 
for all p in CP(I?‘) and p > 0 a.e. 
Remark IV.9. Obviously (27) is satisfied for j(t) = tY and y < 2, while 
(28) is satisfied for f (r) = rpk and 0 < k < N. 
Remark IV.10. We would like to give another method taken from [28] 
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which could be useful in some particular cases. For simplicity, we assume 
N= 3,f(r) = l/r: an easy argument gives that one has, if llR,p a!x < M, 
y(o)=j$*P a.e. in R3. 
If we assume that j’ is strictly increasing and j’(0) = 0, then denoting by 
u = l/lx1 *p, we have 
P = P(u) a.e. in R3, 
where /l = (/)-I. On the other hand, because of the spherical symmetry, 
If a@) < 0, then p f 0 and lR’p(y) dy = m > 0. Thus p >/3(m/lxl) a.e. in R3; 
and now, if we assume I” ?/I( l/r)& = +co, we get a contradiction, since 
pEL’. This contradiction proves Ip cL~=ikf. Note that if 
j(f) - (’ + y) -+l+m I E (0, co), then lim,,, j?(t)t-YY exists and is >O, and 
jmr2p (+)=+co assoonasy>;. 
Of course, it is possible to combine Propositions IV.1, IV.2 on one hand, 
and IV.3 on the other hand to get general results for the existence of a 
solution to the minimization problem. But for simplicity we prefer not to give 
these results but to explain how they apply to some particular examples. In 
addition we would like to point out that Propositions IV.l-IV.3 are only 
examples of methods described in the corresponding proofs. 
IV.3 Some Examples 
EXAMPLE 1. “Non-rotating stars.” This means we consider the case 
N= 3, f(x)= 1/1x1. w e may apply Proposition IV.1 since f E M3(R3); 
Proposition IV.3 also applies since (28) is obviously satisfied and thus we 
find Theorem II.1 (in the special case I/ = 0) by the combination of 
Propositions IV. 1 and IV.3. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the case N = 3, f(x) = e-r’x’ (1/1x1) @I > 0). 
We may obviously apply Proposition IV.1 since f E M3(lR3); thus if j 
satisfies (2), (6’) (with p = 3), and (27), and if there exists fi in D(E) such 
that a@? < 0 and jp’< M, then there exists p in D(E) satisfying 
(i) p is radial, nonincreasing, p > 0 a.e., jp dx = M. 
(ii) a@) = mini,D(B),d>oJd=M W9 = min6ED(m,6>OS6=M QQ. 
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Finally, for the existence of p’ in D(Z) such that a@) < 0, and Ip1< M we 
indicate two simple cases where this can be checked: 
(1) If j is differentiable at 0, if j’(0) < 0, then for every p > 0 in 
qR3), dqtP)/dtI,=, =jl(O).f,3p d x, and thus the condition is satisfied for 
every M > 0. 
(2) If limt+J(t)/t2 = 0, then for M large enough the condition is 
satisfied indeed, a(@) is negative for t large enough if p E g+ (lR3), p Y! 0. 
Note that (27) implies that j(t)/t* is nonincreasing. We shall see further on 
(in the next section) that in the case where j,(O) = 0 and lim,_,j(t)/t* = 0, 
this condition on M has to be assumed: in other words if M is not large 
enough, then the minimization problem does not have any solution. 
EXAMPLE 3. We consider the case where N = 3, j(t) = ~tS’3.2 Of 
particular interest are the following functions f: 
with ,u,,u’,A,A’ > 0. (29) 
Before looking at the special case where f is given by (29), let us remark that 
in order to apply Propositions IV.l-IV.3, one only needs to assume either 
(24) and 
f EMp(lR3) for some p > 3/2 (25”) 
g ;a;eV and IlfllMy2 small enough); or (26) (with p = 3/2). In particular 
PROPOSITION IV.4. Let f satisfy (26) (with p = 3/2) and assume there 
exists p’ in D(B) such that p is radial, p> 0 a.e., (p< M and Z@j < 0. Then 
there exists p in D(8) satisfying: 
(i) p is radial, p > 0 a.e., JR, p dx = M. 
(ii) 8”@) = min{8’@j/fi radial, fl> 0, FE D(a), lp’< M}. 
Finally the existence of p’ may be obtained using the methods of 
Corollary II. 1: in particular we find that 
(i) if, for r small enough, we have f(r) > Crpk for some C > 0, 
2 > k > 0, then for every M, there exists b as in Proposition IV.4 (just 
compute g((l/a’) P(+J)>>; 
(ii) if there exists F such that slp’x)f (x - y) p’( y) dx dy < 0, p’> 0, 
then for M large enough, the existence of F as in Proposition IV.4 is ensured 
2 This case was brought to our attention by Professor E. F. Redish and seems to arise in 
quantum mechanics. 
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(just use the fact that B(Bfl-+ --co if 0-t +co). Of course 
I(p(x)f(x - y)p(y) dx dy < 0 being true for some p is necessary for the 
existence of p as in Proposition IV.4. And it is quite obvious that it is 
satisfied, for example, if ~~f(r)r*dr < 0 (eventually -co). 
We turn now to the particular case where f is given by (29): 
Obviously (26) is satisfied. Then, a solution of the minimization problem 
exists as soon as there exists p’ as specified in Proposition IV.4. By the 
preceding remarks, this is in particular satistied for every M > 0, if A > A’ 
(orifA=A’and~‘>~);andforM>M,,ifA/~*-A’/p’*<O. 
In the next section, we consider the Euler equation associated to the 
special case N = 3, f(x) = l/lx] or f(x) = e-“‘“‘(l/lxl). Before that, we 
would like to point out that we deliberately ignored some aspects of these 
minimization problems: (i) regularity of solutions and (ii) properties of 
compact support of solutions. These two aspects may be studied with the 
help of techniques due to [6], or by direct examination of the associated 
Euler equations; we will not study such problems here. 
V. THE EULEREQUATION 
First, let us derive formally the Euler equation associated with (1): a 
solution p of (1) must satisfy for some 1 E R: 
j,@)+ Y-BP>1 if p = 0, 
j,(p)+ v-Bp=l if p > 0, 
(30) 
where Bp(x)l(l/lx - y[)p(y)dy, see [6] for the proof of this assertion 
(provided natural assumptions hold forj and V). 
In all this section we will assume that j satisfies: 
j is a C’, positive, strictly convex function on R + 
such that j(0) = j’(0) = 0. 
(31) 
In particular j’ is increasing and /3= (j’-’ exists, is continuous on R + , and 
a(O) = 0. Thus, (30) is equivalent o 
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-Au = 4$((u + I - V)‘) a.e. in IR’, 
u=Bp, 
(32) 
since p E L’n L61s(IR3), u E L6(lR3) and in some sense u = 0 at infinity. 
Thus, we are looking for a solution (A, U) of 
-Au =&(u + d - V)+) a.e. in IR3, u(co) = 0, u > 0, 
i 
&@+A - V)+)dx=M, 
R’ 
(33) 
with P(t) = 47$(t). 
The goal of this section is to look directly at (33), to see if there may exist 
a solution (A, u) of (33) or equivalently a solution p of (30) even when the 
energy B is not bounded from below. This phenomena occurs in a somewhat 
related problem: see [S, 151 for example. We only consider the case where 
V= 0 (but for general V similar arguments can be made): Section V. 1 is 
devoted to the study of (33), while in Section V.2 we consider the case when 
the potential l/lx1 is replaced by (l/l~])e-~‘~‘. Finally in SectionV.3 we 
study the limit case j(t) = (3/4)t413. 
Remark V.l. If V is given by a Coulomb type potential in [R3 
V(x) = - 6 
for some C > 0, then (33) is equivalent o 
-Au’ = /3((u’ + A)‘) + 47rC6, in g’(m’), (33’) 
whereu’=u+C/lxJ;thusu”>Oa.e. 
If we take /I to be a pure power, P(t) = t’ly(y < l), then by the results of 
[30], there is no solution of (33’) if v< l/3; this implies that (1) does not 
have solution for j(t) = Ct’+Y and y < l/3. If y > l/2, we may apply our 
minimization techniques: for example, the fact that the constraint is 
saturated follows from the method given in Remark IV.10. We believe that, 
combining methods of (301 and of the next section, the remaining case, 
l/3 < y < l/2, can be treated (note that for y < l/2, the energy 8 is not 
bounded from below); and we hope to be able to treat this case in a future 
study. We now restrict our attention to I/= 0 (smooth, positive functions V 
may be treated by similar techniques). 
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V.l. Solving the Euler Equation 
We thus consider the problem: find (u, 2) solution of 





where 1 E IR, M is given and the exact class where we look for u is 
H = .@;**(iRN) = { u, u is radial, Vu E L2(IRN), u E L2Nl’N-2)(lRN)}. In all what 
follows, we assume N > 3. The fact that we restrict our attention to radial 
solutions may be justified by the results of [22, 231. Remark also that d 
necessarily is nonpositive: il< 0. In conclusion, we look for (u, 1) in 
H x (-co, 0] solution of (33). 
A direct application of the results of [ 1 l] gives immediately: 
THEOREM V.l. Let j satisfy (31) and 
(N-*)/W+*) = co. 
7 (34) 
then, for every 1 < 0, there exists a solution u of 
-Au =B(u + A>+) a.e. in RN, u > 0, u E H; (33’) 
in addition u is decreasing, u E C2(1RN), /3((u + A)‘) E L’(lRN) and there 
exists R, > 0 such that 
u(R,) = --A, u’(R,) = (N - 2) JR, 
N-2 
for r>R,. 
In particular, there exists at least one M > 0 such that (33) has a solution 
(u, A) in H x (-a~, 0). 
Remark V-2. Equation (34) is equivalent o lim,,, /3(~)t-(~~*)‘(~-*) = 0 
and one knows (see [32], (361 or [ 121) that (N + 2)/(N - 2) is the best 
exponent in order to solve (33’), this proves that (34) is nearly optimal. The 
exponent given by Theorem II.1 (or its immediate extension to higher 
dimensions) is N/(N - 2): we see that looking directly to the Euler equation 
improves the conditions on j and that there are solutions of the Euler 
equation even with B unbounded below. 
We will see further on that in general one cannot say more for the 
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existence of one M: indeed we will show that for j(t) = t413 (in IR3) there is 
only one M such that (33) has a solution. Nevertheless, by a more precise 
analysis, we will be able, with suitable restrictions on p (or j’), to generalize 
this conclusion. 
Remark V.3. Because of the prior reduction the corresponding density p 
is p = CJ?((u + A)‘), where C, is a constant depending only on N. And 
obviously, p E C(W”) is radial, nonincreasing and with a compact support 
equal to BRO= {I<1 < R,}. 
Proof of Theorem V.l. The first part of the theorem is an immediate 
consequence of the general existence results of [II]. Now, since u is 
decreasing there exists a unique R, such that u(R,) = -1 and for r > R,, we 
have u(r) < -4 and thus -4~ = 0 if 1x12 R,. But, this implies ? ‘u’(r) = 
Rr-‘u’(R,) for r> R, and since u(r) 10 as r r +co, we conclude by a 
straightforward computation. (Note that in [3 11, another proof is given 
reducing (33) to a problem in a ball and using then the results of [32].) 
We now prove the claim made in Remark V.2 concerning the case 
j(t) = t4’3: actually we consider the case of /3(t) = ta (corresponding toj(t) = 
Ct’+ va); for simplicity we restrict ourselves to N = 3. 
PROPOSITION V.l. We assume that /3(t) = t”, with 0 < a < co. If 
0 < a < 5 and if a # 3, then for all M > 0, there exists a unique 
(242) E H x (-a&O) solution of (33). Moreover u E @RN) and u is 
decreasing. If a = 3, then there exists a unique M, such that (33) has a 
solution in H x (-CD, 0): in addition for all I, (33’) has a unique solution uA 
(with the same properties as in Theeorem V. 1) and M, = (,,/?((u, + A)‘) dx 
is independent of A. 
Remark V.3. It is easy to prove if a > 5, then (33) has no solutions in 
H x (-00, 0) for every M > 0. 
Before going into the proof of Proposition V.l, let us make some 
preliminary reductions (independent of the choice of p). 
Indeed, instead of looking for (u, A), we are going to look for (u, R,) as in 
Theorem V. 1. 
More precisely suppose we have a solution v of 
--do = p(v) in B,, v>OinB,, 
v=o on 8B,, v E W299(B,) (Vq < co), (35) 
I P(v) dx = M, BR 
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for some R > 0; then by [22], v is radial decreasing and if we set 
v(r) = _ RN- ‘v’(R) 
F2 + Ru’(R) 
for r>R, 
I = Ru’(R) < 0, 
u(x) = v(lxl) -A for all x in RN; 
then (u, A) is a solution of (33) in Hx(-co, 0). 
On the other hand if (u, A) is a solution of (33) in H x (-co, 0), then it is 
easy to see that u is decreasing and if R is the unique solution of U(T) = -1, 
setting u = (U + A), we see that (35) is satisfied for such a u and such a R. 
This remark (which we will also use later) being made, we turn now to the 
proof of Proposition V. I. 
Proof of Proposition V.I. (See also [31].) We consider first the case when 
a # 1; then let us denote by u the unique solution of 
-Au =p(v) in B,, u > 0 in B,, 
v=O on aB,. 
The existence for a > I follows from [2] (for instance), while the uniqueness 
is proved in [22] (the case a < 1 is well known). Obviously 
uR(x) = R 2(1--ab(~/R) is the unique solution of 
-Au, = /?(v,) in B,, v, >0 in B,, v,=Oon 3B,. 
Now let us compute 
and 
/3(v,) dx = R24/(‘--n,R3 /3(O) dx = R(3-n)‘(1-a) p(O) dx, 
and this proves the proposition (at least for a # 1). 
If a = I, then R in (35) is prescribed by A,(R,) = +l, where A,(R) is the 
first eigenvalue of -A over Hk(B,). In addition v in (35) is prescribed by 
j,, v dx = M and we conclude the proof. 
fv e now give a few partial results which give a more precise description of 
the set of M such that (33) has a solution (u, A) or equivalently such that 
(35) has a solution (v, R). We insist on the fact that this study is a priori 
difficult in view of Proposition V.l and that the results we give are only 
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partial ones. The first result, in some sense, represents the counterpart of 
Theorem II. 1 where the case I&,+, /3(t)tw3 < 00 is considered. 
PROPOSITION V.2. Under assumptions (34) and 
fim, p(t)t-N(N-2) = co, (36) + 
iGi$qt)t-’ < co, (37) 
and 
lim tP(t> - erw 
t-w t*p(tyN Q 0 with y(t) =(I B(s)ds and 0 < 8 < $$, (38) 0 
there exists MO E (0, +a, ] such that fir all ME (0, MO) there exists a 
solution (u, A) of (33) in H X (-co, 0). 
Remark V.4. Assumptions (34), (36), and (37) are just assumptions on 
the shape of /I which are quite natural. On the other hand (38) is a technical 
assumption (we believe it is not necessary) which ensures that all solutions 
of 
-Au =p(v) in B,, v=O on 8B,, v > 0 in B, (39) 
satisfy /) v 1) Loo(BRJ < C(R,, R,), if 0 < R,< R <R, < +co. This a priori 
estimate is proved in [ 131. 
Proof of Proposition V.2. We begin with a remark: we only need to 
prove 
(1) for every E > 0 there exists a connected component Fe in 
R x C,(RN) such that 
(i) if (R, v) E qc:, then v solves (39), 
(ii) {R, 3v, (R, u) E 5FE} 3 [E, R, - E], where R, is some fixed positive 
real (eventually infinite then R, - E means l/s). 
(2) Let K, = {v solutions of (39)} and mR = SUP,,~, J^,,p(v) dx, then 
mR'R+O 0. 
These two claims will be proved in two steps. We first define R, by 
7 
Iz,(R,) = 1;: P(t)t-’ (if this limit is 0, then R, = 00). 
Step 1. We are going to use a topological degree argument and a 
theorem due to Leray and Schauder [ 251: our argument is reminiscent of a 
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similar argument used in [9]. Let us first transform (39); by a simple 
resealing (39) is equivalent o 
-Au = R*&v) in B,, v=O on i3B,, v > 0 in B,. (40) 
In view of the choice of R,, we have for all R < R, 
Let E > 0 be fixed; because of the preceding inequality, we have 
II v II L”(B,) > a > 0 
for every v solution of (40) with R <R, - E and for some a > 0; see [ 161 or 
[ 131 for a proof of that observation. 
On the other hand, by the result recalled in Remark V.4 we have 
for every v solution of (40) with E <R Q R, - E, for some C > 0. 
Now, we introduce the following compact operator FR from C(Bi) into 
C(g,): FRu = v is defined by 
-Au = R’/?(U) in B,, v=O on I~B,, 
v E W2*q(B,), v9< 00, 
(41) 
where p is defined on IR by /3(f) = 0 if t ,< 0. Suppose we have proved that the 
topological degree of FR on the open set Q = {v E C(E,), (2 < I( v ]JLcD <C} is 
different from 0 and more precisely suppose we have proved 
d(Z - FR , Q, 0) = -1, for all R E [E, R, - E] ; then by a fundamental result of 
Leray and Schauder [25], the first claim is proved (extending functions 
which are zero on 3B, by zero outside BR). 
Thus, it just remains to compute this degree. First, let us compute 
d(Z - FR, Q,, 0) where Q, = {u E C(g,), (1 u[IL” < a}. In view of the estimate 
recalled above and its proof (see [ 161) we see that d(Z - tFR, Q,, 0) is well 
defined for 0 < t < 1 and is thus independent of t: 
d(Z-F,,Q,,O)=d(Z,Q,,O>=+l, 
since 0 E Q,. 
Now, we want to compute d(Z - FR, Q2, 0) where Q, = {u E C(B,), 
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]]u]]~~ < C}, with C choosen large enough for this degree to be well defined 
in view of the a priori estimates. 
Let p > A,@,); it is easy to check that the proof in [ 131 gives the 
following estimate: (124 ]ILK < C for all 24 solution of 
-du=tR2/?(r4)+(1-t)(~~++l)inB,, 
u>O in B,, u=O on aB,, 
where t is any real in [0, 11. Thus, if F is the compact operator defined on 
C@,) by Fu = U, the solution of 
-Au=,uu+ + 1 in B,, u =0 on 3B,, 
then we have 
d(Z-F,,Q,,O>=d(Z-F,Q,,O>. 
But, if Fu = U, then u by the maximum principle satisfies 
-Au=,uu+ 1 in B,, u > 0 in B,, u =0 on LYB,. 
Since we have chosen p > A,(l), this is impossible and F has no fixed point 
in Q2; thus d(Z- F, Q2, 0) = 0. 
In conclusion, we have, since Q = Q, - Q,, 
d(Z-F,,Q,O>=d(Z-F,,Q,,O>-d(Z-r;,,Q,,O> 
= -1. 
Step 2. We now prove that mR +R4 0. Let u: be a positive eigenfunction 
of -A corresponding to A,(R): we normalize it by 
I u:, dx= +1. BR 
Thus, in particular, on B,, we have: v;(x) 2 a/RN > 0, for some fixed a > 0. 
Now multiply (39) by vi and integrate twice by parts; we obtain 
Cl - 
1 R2 BR 
uu: dx = 
s 
BR /3(v)u: dx for some C, > 0. 
Because of (36), for every K > 0, there exists t, (=t,(K) such that 
/3(t) > KtNINm2 if t > t,. In particular j?(t) 2 (2C,/R*)t if t > 
max(t,, (2C,/K)‘N-2U2(1/RN-2)). This implies 
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c, - 
J RZ E, 
uv; dx >, J mv: bBfllU>fll 
and 
1 - 




J “RI 2 p(u)dx+R”‘t,+R”-‘(t,+ ($$) 
< C 
\ 
t RN-2 + C 
2 0 3 
K-(N-2)/2 
Since all solutions of (39) are radial and decreasing (cf. [22]), we have 
J 
BR 
p(u) dx = C, JR ~(v(r))P-’ dr = C, JON2 p(v(r))P-’ dr 
0 
+ ‘N J R p(u(r))r”-’ dr 
Q JBw2P(u)dx+ CNZN-’ Jz2P (u ($))(t)Np’dr 
since /3 is increasing and v is decreasing, and therefore 
J ~(0) dx < (I+ zN) J r&v> dx. BR BRJ2 
In conclusion, we have proved 
J p(u) dx < CJ~(K)R~-~ + c,K-‘N-2)‘2~ BR 
Choosing first K large and then R small, the claim is proved. 
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Remark VS. We use (36) only in Step 2, and to obtain similar results 
with other types of growth at infinity, one would have to make similar 
arguments as in step2 (maybe for R -+ 00). 
Another example of the same general method is the following result which 
we will not prove here for the sake of simplicity. 
PROPOSITION V.3. We assume that /3 satisfies 
fim, /?(t)t-’ = 0, (42) + 
ii”, P(t)tr ’ exists in (0, co). (421) 
then for all M > 0, there exists (u, A) in H X (--00, 0) solution of (33). 
Remark V.6. This can also be proved by a simple use of bifurcation 
results. 
V.2. Another Type of Potential 
We now consider the case where in (1), I/lx\ is replaced by e-“l”l(l/lxl); 
then (33) has to be replaced by 
-Au + ,u*u = ,8((u + 1)‘) a.e. in IR3, u > 0 in R3, 
u E C2(R3)n H, 2 GO, (44) 
5 R,p((u+~+)dx=M. 
Similar arguments to those developped in the preceding section can be made 
to prove that under very general assumptions (similar to those encountered 
in Section V.1) the set of M such that a solution (u, A) of (44) exists is of the 
form (M,, co) for some M, > 0. In addition u is decreasing and if 1 > 0, we 
have that u(x) = Ce- *IX’ 1 xl) for 1x1 large enough. In order to restrict the ( /I 
length of the paper, we will not prove here such results but we will just 
examine some general example proving that for M small enough, there 
cannot exist a solution of (44) and thus there does not exist a solution of the 
associated minimization problem (see Example 2 in Section IV.3). 
PROPOSITION V.4. If we assume 
lim ‘(t> < p2, 
t-0 t 
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then there exists ii4, such that, for all M E (0, M,), there exist no solution of 
(44). 
Proof of Proposition V.4. Assume there exists (un, d,) solution of (14) 
with M= l/n and let us derive a contradiction. We first prove that u, 
converges to 0 in Lm(RN). Indeed we have 
and therefore 
I I 2 GE” P-’ for r > 0, 
where E, +,,+, 0. 
Since we assume (45), by [36] (see also [ 11, 121) we know that u,, is 
exponentially small at infinity and we deduce 
b,W G$!T for r > 0. (48) 
Now let R > 0 be fixed; on B, we have 
-Au, + ,u2u, = f, in B,, 
E 
U” lhBR G$5’ 
where 
fn E Z%d 
R-100 
and f,, - 0. 
L'(BR) 
By well-known regularity results, this implies 
u, n-so. 0 
LQ(BR) 
for all 
But 0 &p ((un + A,)‘) < /?(u,) and by an easy bootstrap argument (using 
(46)) we obtain 
n-m 
U” - 0. L”(B,d 
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This, together with (48), implies 
u, n-co. 0. 
Lqw) 
Now, from the maximum principle (since u,(O) = [Iu~[[~~) we deduce 
Pw9 < P((u, + fL>+ )P) G P~MO). 
In view of (45), we have a contradiction; and that contradiction proves the 
proposition. 
Remark V.7. This proposition, compared with Theorem 11.1, shows that 
if we replace l/lx1 by e-plXl( l/lx/), then in general, we have to assume 
A4 > M,, in order to solve (1) (or (33)-(44)). The fact that it is enough to 
assume A4 > M,, is studied in Section IV. 
V.3. The Limit Case: j(t) = (3/4)t413 
We have seen (cf. Sections V. 1 and 11) that j(t) = (3/4)t4’3 is a limiting 
case. The goal of this section is to explain exactly what happens in that case. 
First, let us introduce some notation: by Proposition V.l, we know there 
exists it4, such that, for every A < 0, the equation 
-Au, = 4n(u, + /I)+ 3 a.e. in W3, uA > 0 (49) 
has a unique radial solution uA in H (having the properties listed in 
Theorem V.l) and in addition we have for all A < 0 
for some M, > 0, independent of A. 
Then, we have the following result for the corresponding minimization 
problem: 
PROPOSITION VS. Let M > 0. 
(i) if A4 < M,, then for every p in L1(IR3)nL4’3(F?3) such that 
11~11~~ GM we have 
dxdy>O 
and 8(p) = 0 implies p E 0. 
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(ii) M=M,, then for every p in L1(lR3)~Ly3(lR3) such that 
lIpIlL, GM, we have i?(p) > 0 and 8’@) = 0 if and only if p = 0 or p(x) = 
(un + 12)+3(x -x0), for some x0 in R3 andfir some I < 0. 
(iii) If M > M,, then B is unbounded below on the set 
1~ E L’ n L4’3, II& < Ml. 
In other words the minimization problem has no solution for M # M0 and 
for M = M, its solutions are exactly (up to a translation) PA(x) = (Us + 1)’ 3. 
We will see in the proof below that M, = (3/2C,)3’2 (C, is given by (5’)). 
Proof of Proposition V.5. Let M, = (3/2C,)3’2. Obviously if M < M,, we 
have a@) > 0 for p in L’ ~7 L413, llpllL, GM. 
On the other hand a simple argument proves that for M > M,, J? is 
unbounded below on {p E L’ CT L4’3, lIpIlL GM}. 
Now let us assume that a@) = 0 for some p in L’ n L4j3, lIplIt, GM,. 
Since, by well-known results, a@*) ( a@) except if p(x) = p*(x - x0) (for 
some x,, in R3)-where as above p * denotes the spherical decreasing 
rearrangement of p-we deduce that (up to a translation) p =p*. Now, if 




=- IJ &M~)lx-A-‘dxd~. D3XID3 
Then if p f 0, this would imply a(P3 < 0, for some p’ in L’ n L”’ with 
II&, < M, and this is impossible. 
Next, if lIpIlL, = M,, p satisfies the following Euler equation: 
-42.4 = 4n(u + A)+3 a.e. in R3, u E H, u = u* > 0, A E R, 
~=(u+L)+~EL~~L~‘~. 
This implies easily A< 0. And applying Pohozaev identity (see [ 121) we 
obtain 
O<~~JVu12dx=6n~~~(u+l)+‘dr=4~~ u(u+A)+3dx; (50) 
P3 
therefore A < 0. And this implies u = ul, p = (u* + A)+3. 
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To conclude the proof of the proposition, we just need to recall the result 
proved in [6]: for M = M,, there exists p satisfying a@) = 0, p E L’ n L4’3 
and llpllL, = M, . Thus M, = M,. And it just remains to check that for all 
1 < 0. 
g”@*.> = 0 where pA = (un + L)+3. 




5 P,~(x> u,t(x) dx 113 R3 
=4 .u PA(X Ix- YIWXdY FOXIF 
and this gives the desired equality. 
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